Dole Institute exhibit honors McGovern

The Robert J. Dole Institute of Politics at KU has set up a special memorial exhibit, “Senator George McGovern: A Lifetime Devoted to Ending Hunger,” which runs through Nov. 15. McGovern was the recipient of the Dole Leadership Prize in 2004.
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KPR surpasses fundraising goal

After eight days of on-air fundraising, Kansas Public Radio ended its fall membership drive with $252,102 in pledges. The goal set to end the fall drive was $250,000.
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Community teaching honor

KU Assistant Professor Jomella Watson-Thompson received the Excellence in Community-Based Teaching and Scholarship Award during the 2012 Campus Compact Heartland Conference in St. Louis.

Full Story

Museum to offer workshop on matter

KU's Natural History Museum will offer a science program just for adults, “What’s the Matter? with Bekkah and Teresa” from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. Nov. 7 in Dyche Hall.
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Health care for rural Kansans

The job market may be tough, but 33 employers in Kansas were looking to hire physicians, nurses, therapists and other health care professionals at Kansas Career Opportunities, which was Oct. 11 in the Hixson Atrium at KU Medical Center in Kansas City.
Full Story

'Vis Com Home Alumni'

KU design department graduates are showing their work at the department's first all-alumni exhibit. “Vis Com Home Alumni” is located in the Gallery on the third floor of the Art & Design Building and will be open through Friday.
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